
HOW TO SELL
BITCOINS ON
PRESTMIT

 



Wanna�Sell�Bitcoins?�

NOT A PROBLEM.

 

To make it easy for our customers, in this

guide, we have explained in detail, the process

of selling gift cards on Prestmit.



HOW LONG? 
The average bitcoin trade time on

Prestmit is 15 minutes. It can take

longer depending on the bitcoin

network and sending fee.

YOUR MONEY?
You can withdraw your money

immediately after the trade.

WHEN? 
You can trade at any time, as we

operate 24/7.



GENERATE

YOUR�ADDRESS
If you are yet to have a Prestmit bitcoin

address, you need to generate one, it's

free and instant.



GENERATED?
Once generated, it becomes yours

permanently. You can save the address

somewhere and receive bitcoins with it

anytime!



NOW, TO SELL BITCOINS,
HERE IS THE TRADE FLOW

 

Any bitcoin you send to your address,

once it gets 3 confirmations, our

platform will automatically convert it to

NAIRA using the current rate. 

 

You will always see the current rates on

the bitcoin wallet page.

�

So, if you send $100 and the current

rate for that amount is 460, we will

credit your Naira wallet with 46,000

naira.



RATE�TABLE
As seen above, this is what the rate table

looks like. The value there changes based

on the current market rate. 

 

Your bitcoin will be converted according to

the corresponding rate.

 

For instance, if you send 200$ worth of

BTC, the rate will be 465 because it falls

within 100+ to 1000.

 

Not to worry, if the bitcoins you sent was

not sent in USD, our system will convert it

to USD automatically. Or you can check it

yourself on Preev.com.

http://preev.com/


HOW LONG DO YOU HAVE
TO WAIT?
The naira value is added to your

balance after 3 confirmations. 

3 confirmations from the bitcoin

network take approximately 15 - 60

hour and are used to avoid fraud and

ensure transaction non-reputability.

Once your transaction gets 3

confirmations, it is assumed that the

transaction is safe at that stage.

DO YOU HAVE TO DO
ANYTHING?

No, just send bitcoins to your address

and wait.



CAN YOU SEND BTC FROM
ANY COUNTRY?

Yes! You can send BTC from any

country, from any wallet, from any

bitcoin ATM Machine. 

 

There is no discrimination?

CAN YOU TRADE
ANYTIME?

YES.

�

WHAT IS THE LIMIT?
There is no minimum or maximum

limit.



BE AWARE!
You cannot store bitcoins on the

platform as it will always ve converted

to naira automatically.



WHAT NEXT? 
The process is 100% automated,

including withdrawal, no stress.

IS IT SAFE?
Prestmit is equipped with modern

security tools to help secure your

account at all times. These include a

centralized security architecture that

secures all components and layers

within the platform.



40,000�USERS

Over 40K active users

and stil counting...

92,000�TRADES

With over 98% positive

reviews...

24/7

Always available

WHY PRESTMIT? 
Having served thousands of customers

over the years, it's safe to say Prestmit

is best for your transactions.



You can contact PRESTMIT on our

official Whatsapp line at

07026290389. Response is

INSTANT.

You can make use of the live chat

on our website at any time. Quick

response always.

You can send us a mail at

help@prestmit.com.

NEED�HELP?�

Reach out to PRESTMIT via various

channels...



THANKS�FOR

USING

PRESTMIT.COM

https://prestmit.com/

